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Abstract

A central hope of engagement with North Korea is that increased cross-border exchange will encourage the strength-
ening of institutions, and eventually, a moderation of the country’s foreign policy. An unprecedented survey of Chinese 
enterprises operating in North Korea reveals that trade is largely dominated by state entities on the North Korean side, 
although we cannot rule out de facto privatization of exchange. Little trust is evident beyond the relationships among 
Chinese and North Korean state-owned enterprises. Formal networks and dispute settlement mechanisms are weak and 
do not appear to have consequences for relational contracting. Rather, fi rms rely on personal ties for identifying counter-
parties and resolving disputes. Th e weakness of formal institutions implies that the growth in exchange does not conform 
with the expectations of the engagement model and may prove self-limiting. Th e results also cast doubt that integration 
between China and North Korea, at least as it is currently proceeding, will foster reform and opening.
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INTRODUCTION

Modern market economies would break down quickly were all transactions consummated at the time of 

sale. Market transactions thus rest on the expectation that counterparties will fulfi ll contractual obliga-

tions that unfold over time, whether in the context of an investment relationship or with respect to 

fulfi llment of orders and payment for product. Particularly important to the functioning of a market 

economy in this regard are the extension of credit and the institutions that support it. 

Th e policy environment and formal institutions, including dispute settlement mechanisms, 

obviously matter to enforcing such contracts. Institutional quality has been found to aff ect the volume 

and commodity composition of international trade, including in the particular cases of China and North 

Korea (Levchenko 2007; Feenstra et al. 2012; Haggard, Lee, and Noland 2012). However, informal 

institutions can also complement formal institutions or even substitute for them altogether where they are 

lacking. Networks are key informal institutions that can facilitate trust.

Th e development of cross-border market exchanges and institutions is of particular interest in 

economies undergoing reform, and both for economic and political reasons. Th e external sector can play 

an important—even leading—role in the reform process, as it did in the export-oriented economies of 

East Asia. But in closed economies such exchanges may also have important political economy eff ects. 

It is possible that the expansion of exchange with closed economies could yield transactions that are not 

only market-conforming but eff ectively private in nature. Th e development of a de facto private cross-

border market economy would be accompanied by increasing trust among fi rms, manifest in longer-term 

relational contracting, the willingness to extend credit to counterparts, and to invest directly. Cross-

border exchanges would ultimately generate economically rooted political interests that would constrain 

or encourage the North Korean regime to undertake further economic reform and develop supportive 

market-conforming institutions.1 However, there is also a counterargument that if one of the trade 

partners has a strong technological advantage in the institutionally intensive good, as China presumably 

has vis-à-vis North Korea today, then opening to trade will not strengthen the institutional quality of 

either partner (Levchenko 2011).

Moreover incumbent governments may have little interest in the development of either informal or 

formal market-supporting institutions, even though foregoing them carries substantial opportunity costs 

(Wei 2000, Anderson and Marcoullier 2002, Moenius and Berkowitz 2011). Such developments might 

threaten the state’s capacity to maintain control or to extract rents through corruption. Indeed, authoritarian 

1. See Johnson, Ostry, and Subramanian (2007) for an example of the claim of the institution-enhancing impact of 
international trade in a non-North Korean context. China has made little secret of its hopes in the North Korean case 
(International Crisis Group 2009, Snyder 2009). Some argue that engagement could even lead North Korea to moderate 
its foreign policy behavior, including with respect to its military and nuclear ambitions (Moon 2008, Solingen 2007, 
2012).
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targets are likely to structure economic exchanges precisely so they maximize, control, and limit the risks 

associated with the emergence of markets, informal and formal institutions, and economic reform. 

Th e dramatic expansion of China-North Korea trade provides a particular opportunity—indeed, a 

virtual natural experiment—to consider some of the eff ects of cross-border exchange on the development 

of relational contracting and informal and formal institutions. Traditionally, trade between the two 

centrally planned economies was determined politically and was relatively small. Th e breakup of the 

Soviet Union, the dissolution of the Eastern Bloc, and the apparent inability of the North Korean 

leadership to adjust to changing circumstances contributed to an implosion of North Korea’s economy 

and a famine that killed as many as one million people—around 5 percent of the pre-crisis population 

(Haggard and Noland 2007). Th e inability of the state to provide food under the existing socialist 

compact forced small-scale social units—households, work teams, local government and party offi  ces, 

even military units—to engage in entrepreneurial behavior to secure food. 

One aspect of this coping behavior was the development of decentralized cross-border barter trade 

for food. Th is barter was eventually monetized and spread to a much broader array of both goods and 

actors. Th is “marketization from below” led to a dramatic expansion in bilateral trade that has continued 

in the face of the second nuclear crisis and two rounds of UN sanctions (fi gure 1). Ironically, despite 

the imposition of sanctions this trade has seen particularly robust growth since the onset of the nuclear 

crisis (Noland 2009a). Th e North Korean regime has been constrained to allow a certain degree of 

marketization because of the increasing dependence of households on the market as a source of both 

income and consumer goods, even staples. However, the government is clearly ambivalent toward this 

cross-border exchange and the market more generally and has repeatedly sought to limit their scope. 

 Th is paper exploits an unprecedented survey of 250 Chinese enterprises doing business in North 

Korea to analyze the precise nature of emerging Chinese-North Korea inter-fi rm relations, and the 

implicit hypotheses associated with deepening cross-border engagement. Particular attention is focused 

on relational contracting and the determinants of trust. In well-functioning market economies, recourse 

to the legal system is core to enforcing contracts but is complementary to the development of trust, 

which facilitates inter-fi rm interactions of greater complexity and scale. In the absence of such enabling 

institutions, market participants must rely on informal mechanisms to deal with counterparty risk. 

Th is may occur in part through simple repeat play or iterated exchange over time. But a growing body 

of literature, much of it derived from the experiences of other transitional economies, has looked at 

alternative means through which exchange might be supported in the absence of institutions. Th ese 

mechanisms include collective action on the part of merchants themselves or other forms of personal 

networks rooted in kinship or family (Milgrom, North, and Weingast 1990; Greif 1993; Greif, Milgrom, 

and Weingast 1994; Clay 1997a, 1997b; Johnson, McMillan, and Woodruff  1999, 2002; McMillan and 

Woodruff  1999a, 1999b). 
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Th e survey permits us, fi rst, to identify the participants in cross-border exchange. Substantial 

numbers of the Chinese fi rms in the survey are private and appear to enjoy little support from the 

government. On the North Korean side, however, state-affi  liated entities fi gure prominently in cross-

border exchanges. State-owned North Korean counterparties are more common with respect to Chinese 

foreign direct investment and importing activities than they are with respect to exporters, where a more 

diverse set of clients are visible. Moreover, as we argue in more detail below, the designation of fi rms as 

state-owned enterprises (SOEs) cannot be taken at face value and it is at least possible that a gradual de 

facto privatization of trade may be occurring. But at least as measured by ownership, the North Korean 

regime seems intent on trying to maintain control over foreign-exchange-generating activities.

What about the emergence of trust and informal networks to support exchange? Th e survey reveals 

that little trust is evident beyond the relationships among Chinese and North Korean SOEs, although 

with the caveats just noted with respect to what these entities actually are. However, the rapid growth in 

trade and investment appears to rest on a distinctly bimodal set of relationships: short-term and smaller-

scale exchanges that resemble a spot market and SOE-to-SOE relationships that are embedded in the 

higher-level political relationship between the two countries. 

Finally, the survey provides little evidence that formal institutions, including institutions of dispute 

settlement, function to support exchange; to the contrary, there is evidence that such institutions remain 

missing. Chinese fi rms have extremely negative views of the policy environment in the country, and 

essentially make money by circumventing it, including through bribery. A substantial share of fi rms 

does not believe that they have recourse to any third party to settle disputes. Among those fi rms that 

believe that they do have access to dispute settlement institutions—typically on the Chinese rather than 

North Korean side of the border—this access does not have any discernible consequences on the extent 

of relational contracting, measured as their willingness to extend credit. Rather fi rms rely on personal 

connections in North Korea, both to identify counterparties in the fi rst place and in resolving disputes.

Th e fi ndings have wider theoretical and methodological implications for the debate about sanctions 

and inducements. In the absence of formal institutions and policy reforms, cross-border integration 

may be self-limiting rather than self-reenforcing. Th e absence of institutions deters integration, deters 

investment relative to trade, probably limits the extent of purely private exchange, and inhibits the 

development of informal networks and relational contracting. Institutional improvement would clearly 

have signifi cant welfare implications, aff ecting the volume, composition, and fi nancial terms of cross-

border exchange. Th ese results should give pause to those who expect that engagement between China 

and North Korea, at least as it is currently proceeding, will foster the internal changes in North Korea that 

would lead either to marketization, reform, or a moderation of its external behavior.
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WHO ARE THE PARTICIPANTS? 

Th e results reported here are derived from a September 2007 survey of 250 fi rms engaged in trade or 

investment with North Korea. (See the appendix for methodological detail.) As there are no public 

business registries listing fi rms engaged in business with North Korea, the fi rms necessarily constitute a 

sample of convenience, culled from a variety of sources. However, extensive interviews suggest that the 

sample is broadly representative of the cross-border business. We are also able to draw some conclusions 

about the nature of the cross-border exchange though comparison with a control group of 53 fi rms. Th is 

control group was drawn randomly from fi rms operating in the two border provinces of Liaoning and 

Jilin provinces that were not doing business in North Korea at the time of the survey.

Th e Chinese fi rms doing business in North Korea are engaged in importing, exporting, investment, 

and the permutations and combinations of these three activities (fi gure 2). Pure exporters make up 

the largest group and are the focus of the subsequent econometric analysis. Most of these exporters are 

relatively small private enterprises (fi gure 3). If the processes of marketization implicit in the engagement 

model are likely to hold, they would be most likely to occur among this group of enterprises. Th e fi ndings 

about the relatively small size of the Chinese fi rms doing business in North Korea were confi rmed by 

comparison with our control group. Simple t-tests show that the fi rms doing business in North Korea 

have signifi cantly fewer employees and revenues than their counterparts not doing business in North 

Korea.2 

With respect to ownership, 58 percent of the fi rms doing business in North Korea are private 

enterprises, and another 14 percent are sole proprietorships; only 3 percent are foreign fi rms operating 

in China. Th ere is a distinct minority of a dozen large SOEs, some of which have been doing business 

with North Korea for more than a quarter century (fi gure 4). By contrast, the not-doing-business 

sample includes a diff erent mix of ownership structures, with 38 percent reporting foreign ownership, 

mostly Japanese or South Korean, and only 28 percent accounted for by private enterprises and sole 

proprietorships. Interestingly, there were not many pure SOEs in either sample (5 percent in the “doing 

business” sample, 4 percent in the “not doing business” sample) although joint stock companies—which 

frequently have government participation—accounted for about 21 percent of the fi rst group and 26 

percent of the second group. 

Th e Chinese fi rms were asked about how they learned about their main business partner (“Before 

your company established an offi  cial business relationship with this client, through which channels did 

2. A one-tailed t-test was performed comparing both sales and number of employees between the fi rms doing business in 
North Korea and the control group. In both cases, the null hypothesis was rejected at the 99 percent level; fi rms doing 
business in China are smaller using both measures. 
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your company learn about this client?) From table 1, it is evident that the pattern of responses diff ers 

across the three modalities of interaction. Most exporters report having had some previous contact 

with their North Korean customer, with private introductions via friends, family, or other Chinese 

businesses cited about one-third of the time (respondents were allowed to identify multiple channels of 

introduction). Chinese offi  cial networks and North Korean networks of any sort appear to play little 

role. Chinese private networks were the most frequently cited channel by Chinese investors in North 

Korea. But in contrast to exporters, North Korean offi  cial channels were cited by more than one-quarter 

of investors. Investing is subject to expropriation risk and it is not surprising that the North Korean 

government would play a more prominent role in this process, precisely to allay such concerns.

While our understanding of the Chinese participants is relatively complete, our understanding 

of their North Korean counterparts is much weaker. Figure 5 reports the Chinese fi rms’ responses to a 

question about the legal status of their primary North Korean counterparty, broken down by importers, 

exporters, and investors. In all three types of cross-border exchange, the majority of respondents report 

that SOEs are their main counterparties. Nonetheless, important distinctions emerge across types of 

exchange. Importers, and particularly investors, report a much greater dependence on offi  cial entities: 

overwhelmingly SOEs but also government bureaus and the military. It is notable that 11 of the 12 

Chinese SOEs in the sample report that a North Korean SOE is their primary counterparty. Pure 

exporters report a wider array of North Korean counterparties, including Chinese brokers, private fi rms, 

and individual entrepreneurs; again, if there is evidence for the engagement model it is more likely to be 

found among this group. Yet even among this group, offi  cial entities—SOEs, urban and rural collective 

enterprises, government bureaus, and the military—very clearly dominate. 

It appears that the North Korean regime exercises relatively tight control over investment and 

exports, key sources of foreign exchange for the regime, while it has allowed a somewhat wider array of 

importers to emerge, including small private businesses. Th is fi nding would suggest some important limits 

to the process of marketization and privatization of cross-border exchanges. 

However, caution is warranted in drawing this inference because the SOE category encompasses 

entities and economic behaviors of at least three diff erent types. Th e fi rst are SOEs engaged in their 

traditional, legally sanctioned lines of business, presumably subject to extensive direct political control. 

Th e second are SOEs whose managers have exploited the company’s legal status and resources to initiate 

non-traditional and in some cases completely unrelated (and even illicit) lines of business. Th ird, 

entrepreneurs affi  liate with SOEs for political protection (Kim 2007); the SOE may in fact be a shell for 

an eff ective joint venture partnership. Similar uncertainty about the true nature of the enterprise exists 

for other types of counterparties that are reported in the survey such as North Korean government offi  ces. 

Th us while the majority of counterparties are identifi ed as SOEs, de facto privatization of exchange may 
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be occurring under the mantle of the state, including through corruption. It is thus crucial to move 

beyond a consideration of the formal characteristics of the North Korean counterparties to a consideration 

of their behavior. 

INFORMAL INSTITUTIONS: NETWORKS, TRUST, AND TRADE 

Th e extension of credit and fi nancial settlement terms more broadly are frequently used as indicators 

of the existence of trust or its absence of trust in previous research on transitional economies in Europe 

and Asia (Johnson, McMillan, and Woodruff  1999, 2002; McMillan and Woodruff  1999a, 1999b). Less 

than 5 percent of all Chinese enterprises doing business in North Korea reported extending loans to their 

North Korean counterparties. Of these, 60 percent were SOEs—an enormously disproportionate presence 

relative to their occurrence in the sample (5 percent). For the most part, economic transactions are cash-

and-carry except with respect to inter-SOE interactions, itself an indication of the weak institutional 

environment. 

Settlement terms also provide insight into the credibility of the operating environment. None of 

the traders report doing any business in North Korean won. While this might refl ect simple exchange 

rate risks, a long history of currency confi scations—culminating in the botched November 2009 currency 

reform—suggests that the risk is also political. Most Chinese exporters to North Korea use Chinese 

yuan as the settlement currency (55 percent), possibly refl ecting the preference of small traders to be 

paid in local currency, followed by US dollars (34 percent), and barter (8 percent). Imports, by contrast, 

are settled primarily in US dollars (52 percent), followed by Chinese yuan (29 percent), and barter (15 

percent). Th e more frequent use of US dollars in the import trade may refl ect the preferences of sellers 

who want to get paid in home or conveniently usable currencies; it could also refl ect the distinctive 

preferences of North Korean SOEs (more highly represented among Chinese importers’ counterparties) 

and/or the North Korean government, which may desire to earn convertible currency that does not have 

to be spent in China. 

Th e survey respondents were asked the share of transactions with their main customer that were 

settled at the time the order was placed, at the time of delivery, from one to 30 days after delivery, and 

more than 30 days following delivery. Even using this broader defi nition of credit, little trust is evident: 

Only 26 percent of the exporters accept payment after delivery; the others require it at time of order or at 

delivery. Of these two options, most trade is settled at time of delivery; the next most frequently occurring 

moment of payment is at time of order placement. Less than 10 percent of import and 5 percent of export 

transactions with survey fi rms’ main counterparty occur more than 30 days after delivery. Particularly 

given the dissatisfaction with dispute settlement that we explore in more detail below, it is not diffi  cult to 

understand why credit is limited. Nonetheless, there is some variation in the propensity to extend credit, 
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particularly among exporters, that we can use to get at the determinants of trust. Th e exporters are of 

particular interest in discussing the emergence of trust insofar as they have a more diverse set of customers 

and appear to conform most closely to our image of market-conforming transactions. 

In the subsequent analysis, two proxies for trust are employed: a binary variable on the extension 

of any credit (i.e., settlement takes place either after the time of delivery), as well as in terms of the 

ordered categorical data on time of settlement. Th ere are at least four clusters of variables that might be 

germane to explaining the level of trust. Th e fi rst two are characteristics of the Chinese fi rms and their 

North Korean counterparts. A third possibility is inter-fi rm relationships or networks—in eff ect, informal 

institutions—including the channel through which the parties were introduced, the length of the 

relationship, and the feasibility of either party defecting from the relationship. Finally, we can test for the 

eff ects of access to formal institutions, and particularly dispute settlement mechanisms. We take up the 

fi rst three of these in this section and discuss the eff ects of formal institutions in the next two sections. 

With regard to fi rm characteristics, simple analysis of risk would suggest that size, legal status, 

and access to outside funds would infl uence the willingness of Chinese enterprises to enter into risky 

transactions with North Korean counterparties. Th ere is also some evidence that small private Chinese 

fi rms may exhibit distinct behavior with respect to North Korea (Haggard, Lee, and Noland 2012). 

Korean-speaking managers might also be better able to navigate the environment, contributing to a lower 

subjective assessment of risk. We know little about the North Korean counterparties, but their legal status 

would presumably aff ect their perceived riskiness, and by extension, the willingness of Chinese fi rms to 

extend credit. 

A second cluster of factors that may matter for the emergence of relational contracting is the 

presence of informal institutions: the networks within which market exchanges may be embedded. 

Previous research on transitional economies documents that networks can promote relational contracting 

in weak institutional environments through two distinct channels (Johnson, McMillan, and Woodruff  

1999, 2002; McMillan and Woodruff  1999a, 1999b). Networks of similar fi rms can provide information 

on customers’ reliability but they can also provide a means of sanctioning customers who renege on 

deals. In principle, if information is the driver, trust should develop through repeated interaction and the 

network eff ect should diminish over time. If enforcement is the driver of increased trust, the impact of 

networks should be more enduring. 

However, changes in the number of market participants over time could also aff ect the effi  cacy of 

informal sanctions, though the sign of the eff ect is ambiguous. One possibility is that as the number of 

participants increase so does eff ective anonymity; with more players in the market the monitoring of 

reputation becomes more diffi  cult. Larger number of fi rms involved in cross-border trade could erode 

the eff ectiveness of reputation-based sanctions; under these circumstances, cross-border exchange in 
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the presence of opportunistic behavior would be self-limiting. A related hypothesis is that defection is 

connected to the ease in locating alternative suppliers or customers. Trade credit tends to be off ered when 

it is costly to fi nd an alternative counterparty (Johnson, McMillan, and Woodruff  1999; McMillan and 

Woodruff  1999a). With more parties, fi rms may face greater risk in extending credit, and hence we would 

observe a tightening of settlement terms as the number of market participants grows. 

Alternatively, the increase in cross-border trade may be self-reenforcing. Th e increased density of 

participants could promote the formation of voluntary associations, the provision of information on the 

reputation of counterparties, and a “safety in numbers” eff ect that could outweigh the anonymity eff ect 

(Anderson and Bandera 2006). Which of these two eff ects dominates is an empirical issue.

Th e survey yields information on the length of time that the Chinese respondent has interacted 

with their primary North Korean counterparty. Th e extent of alternative counterparties can be measured 

by the number of fi rms in the survey reporting to be in the same industry. While the survey does not 

yield true panel data, we proxy for the degree of anonymity by combining the information on the date 

when the relationship was initiated with the data in fi gure 4 on the cumulative number of participants in 

trade, under the admittedly strong assumptions that the current contracting terms refl ect conditions that 

pertained when the relationship started, controlling for the length of the relationship. Yet another measure 

of anonymity can be constructed by combining the date on which the relationship was initiated with the 

overall level of bilateral exports or trade at that time.

Specifi cation search proceeded by fi rst calculating simple correlations between the variables 

discussed above and both the binary and polychotomous categorical measures of trade credit. Several 

network variables did not prove signifi cant. Th ere was no evidence that Chinese enterprises with Korean-

speaking managers or those headquartered in the immediate border region exhibited distinctly higher 

levels of trust. Th e number of counterparties in the same industry, as measured by the survey sample, was 

uncorrelated with settlement terms.

However, there is evidence that fi rm characteristics and the nature of inter-fi rm relationships are 

related to trust.3 Table 2 reports marginal eff ects probit estimations on the binary trust variable, and 

ordered probits on the categorical trust variable. Th e most highly correlated variable with trade credit in 

both the simple and ordered probits is the respondent’s status as a Chinese SOE. Th is is a striking result 

insofar as the primary counterparty of every Chinese SOE in the sample save one is a North Korean 

SOE. In essence, trust as measured by both extension of credit and by settlement terms is most robust in 

inter-SOE interactions: Chinese SOEs extend credit to their North Korean counterparts or allow them 

3. We tested for whether the availability of outside fi nance mattered for the extension of credit, on the presumption that it 
would reduce the risk to the fi rm itself. It was occasionally, though not robustly, correlated with the willingness to extend 
credit and we thus omitted it from the regressions reported here.
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to run up arrears. Th is eff ect is seen most clearly in table 2 specifi cations 2.7 through 2.9 where trust is 

positively associated with SOE status on both sides of the transaction. Trust—at least as measured by the 

extension of credit—is most in evidence in economic relations that are probably embedded in the higher-

order political relationship between the two countries. 

What about the eff ect of various forms of networks, measured by how fi rms were introduced? 

Direct introduction, defi ned as respondents having prior contact with their counterparty’s management, 

is consistently correlated with trust. Trust was more likely when fi rms had direct prior knowledge of 

each other. Th ere is evidence in specifi cations 2.1 through 2.6 that introduction via North Korean 

networks—both public and through private familial and friendship networks—contributes to trust. But 

these estimated impacts are not reproduced in the categorical data on trade settlement terms. Th ere is no 

evidence that introduction via Chinese networks matter. In sum, although there is some evidence that 

networks matter for trust, either their infl uence is not strong or they are simply unable to overcome the 

headwinds created by the weak formal institutional environment. 

Finally, as one would expect, there is a positive relationship between the length of the relationship 

between fi rms and their clients and settlement terms (specifi cations 2.7 and 2.10). In the context of weak 

informal and formal institutions, it takes iterated play with a particular fi rm to build trust. But there is 

also some evidence that the anonymity eff ect dominates the “safety in numbers eff ect,” whether measured 

by the cumulative number of participants in the markets or the volume of total trade (specifi cations 2.5, 

2.9, 2.11, and 2.12). Ideally one would want to control jointly for the length of the relationship and the 

impact of increasing numbers of market participants, but these variables are highly correlated and (not 

surprisingly when entered jointly) are statistically insignifi cant. However this fi nding appears to call into 

question the expectation in the engagement model that trade is subject to self-reenforcing externalities. 

Rather, the increasing number of entrants into the market and increasing trade appears to be negatively 

correlated with the extent of trust as measured by settlement terms even if repeat play is germane for any 

given fi rm.

FORMAL INSTITUTIONS I: PERCEPTIONS OF THE POLICY ENVIRONMENT

Chinese fi rms have now been operating in North Korea for some time, but as the aggregate trade data 

in fi gure 1 suggests the upturn in bilateral relations is recent. Most of the fi rms in the survey initiated 

cross-border exchange with North Korea since 2000 (fi gure 4). How do such fi rms evaluate the business 

environment?

Although selection eff ects are clearly operating, almost 88 percent of all respondents doing business 

in North Korea report that they are able to make a profi t and many report some positive developments in 

the operating environment. A slight majority believed that it was getting easier to do business in North 
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Korea at the time of the survey.4 About 50 percent cite the reduction in trade barriers and the emergence 

of general markets as positive features in the operating environment. It is important to note, however, 

that this may have been a function of the timing of the survey, which came during a period of progress on 

the nuclear issue and the announcement and staging of a second North-South summit just prior to the 

survey. 

For the most part the Chinese fi rms surveyed have a negative assessment of the business 

environment in North Korea, including with respect to institutions and policy. Most fi rms report 

problems with infrastructure; large majorities identify the ban on cell phones (86 percent) and inadequate 

infrastructure (79 percent) as constraints (fi gure 6).5 However, regulation is also a major hindrance, with 

79 percent citing changing regulations, 70 percent citing the nature of regulations, and just over 60 

percent reporting expropriation risk as a drag on business. 

Previous research indicates that small fi rms may be more vulnerable to the nature of the North 

Korean institutional and policy environment (Haggard, Lee, and Noland 2012). Despite the fact that 

they are more likely to enter, and despite the fact that they engage in activities that reduce risk such as 

focusing solely on exports and avoiding contact with offi  cials, they are nonetheless more likely to fi nd the 

regulatory environment a problem. Small private fi rms appear particularly sensitive when compared to 

medium-sized fi rms or SOEs. We also posed a question about whether fears of expropriation make it too 

risky to invest. Again, small fi rms and small private fi rms are more likely to agree suggesting strongly that 

weak property rights deter fi rms from expanding their trading operations to include investment. 

Th e survey provides evidence of the business environment in North Korea that goes beyond 

subjective assessments to include the nature of interactions with offi  cials, including corruption. Most of 

the Chinese fi rms report that they are required to get permission or approval from some level of the North 

Korean government to do business in North Korea, though there are diff erences across types of fi rms 

in the extent to which they actually do so. All of the Chinese SOEs report having obtained permission 

before starting a business. But 29 percent of the private businesses report that they did not obtain any 

permission or approval by the North Korean government. Th e nature of cross-border exchange also aff ects 

the propensity to have subsequent contact with offi  cials. Trading activities and particularly importing 

from China are somewhat less regulated; 47 percent of those who are engaged only in exports to North 

Korea report that they have no need of government approval to operate. Th ese two fi ndings might be 

4. A number of changes have occurred in North Korean economic policy since the survey was conducted, most promi-
nently a disastrous currency reform in November 2009, and it is not known whether the respondents still hold these views.

5. Since the survey was conducted, the ban on cell phones has been lifted with the Egyptian fi rm Orascom introducing 
domestic cellular service through most of the country (Noland 2009b). Whether the foreign fi rms’ needs for international 
connections have been fully addressed is unknown.
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interpreted as supporting the engagement expectation that at least some private fi rms do succeed in 

forming connections outside the purview of the state. 

However, offi  cial permission and approval and subsequent regulation by no means exhausts the 

nature of fi rms’ interactions with the state. A majority of the fi rms in the survey report a need to bribe 

to do business (55 percent). Investors are much more likely to report a need to bribe (73 percent) than 

traders (54 percent) or those engaged in exporting only (44 percent); these diff erences between investors, 

traders, and exporters are signifi cant at the 1 percent level and are robust to multivariate analysis 

(Haggard, Lee, and Noland 2012). Regressions on the propensity to bribe found that fi rms engaged 

in trading, which involves the least exposure to North Korea and can even be conducted within China 

between Chinese fi rms and North Korean agents, feel less compulsion to bribe. Smaller fi rms also were 

less likely to express a felt need to bribe. 

But these fi ndings carry a very mixed message with respect to engagement expectations. Firms 

that limit their activities to trading or that are small evade both contact with North Korean offi  cials and 

bribery to a greater extent. However, they may stay small and engaged only in trade precisely because of 

the fear that growth or investment will make them targets of predation. Th is inference is partly supported 

by the very distribution of fi rms engaged in trade with North Korea, which is dominated by smaller 

entities engaged only in exports. In sum, there is evidence that the operating environment does not 

permit the spillovers from small, spot-market transactions to relational contracting and the expansion of 

private exchanges of greater scale and scope. 

FORMAL INSTITUTIONS II: DISPUTE SETTLEMENT MECHANISMS 

A critical feature of the institutional environment of a market economy is the capacity of investors 

and traders to resolve disputes. Formal institutions of dispute settlement, typically courts or other 

means of formal arbitration, are often seen as the very cornerstone of a market-supporting institutional 

environment even if those formal institutions are supplemented with informal ones. In previous research, 

courts have been found to improve the functioning of relational contracts and contribute to expanded 

trade and investment. Indeed, such institutions appear to be most important at the start of a trading 

relationship (Johnson, McMillan, and Woodruff  1999, 2002). Do fi rms believe they have access to 

dispute settlement procedures, and of what sort? Are they eff ective? Is there any evidence that access to 

dispute settlement has eff ect on the nature of those exchanges, including with respect to trust? 

Th e survey permitted respondents engaged in multiple types of business to characterize each of 

their principal business relationships separately, for example, allowing a single fi rm to report on relations 

with its main import, export, and investment partner. It is fi rst worth establishing that trade and 

investment is certainly not frictionless, and anecdotes of opportunism on the part of North Korean fi rms 
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abound. Disputes appear to be fairly common. Twenty-one percent of these business relationships had 

generated disputes, and note that these are principal business partners only. Th e pattern of disputes was 

fairly uniform across types of business relationships: 19 percent of those engaged in exporting reported 

having disputes, as well as 24 percent of fi rms importing and 23 percent of investors. But if we compare 

investors with those who export only—what we call “pure exporters”—we see clear evidence of the 

hold-up problem. Fully 41 percent of investors report disputes, while only 4 percent of pure exporters 

do. Th is result comports with the fi ndings in the previous section on size and corruption. As with the 

policy environment and corruption, weak dispute settlement also appears to push fi rms back to less risky, 

“cash-and-carry” transactions. 

When asked how they would resolve a dispute, the pattern of responses across exporters, importers, 

and investors diff ered in predictable but interesting ways; we focus here on the diff erences between 

exporters and investors (table 3). More than one-quarter of exporters indicated that there were no third 

parties from which they could seek help.6 To the extent that they did believe there was recourse, it was 

largely on the Chinese side of the border: twenty percent indicated that they would seek help from 

Chinese government offi  cials, 19 percent would look to other Chinese companies or business associations, 

and 17 percent would use the Chinese court system. Although the number of disputes reported on the 

part of pure exporters was small (only 5 of 113 pure exporters), their pessimism was warranted; none of 

the fi ve reported they were satisfi ed with the process of dispute resolution. 

For the investors, nearly one-quarter (24 percent) would try to settle matters privately, 21 percent 

would appeal to North Korean local offi  cials, and 16 percent to Chinese offi  cials, presumably refl ecting 

the far greater importance of North Korean offi  cials in settling investment disputes that involve the 

foreign investor’s physical presence in North Korea. It is also notable that the share reporting that they 

would appeal to local offi  cials (21 percent) exceeded that of provincial offi  cials (11 percent) and central 

government offi  cials (9 percent). Th is pattern is consistent with a reduction in de facto central control 

that was a byproduct of “marketization from below,” but it may also refl ect the fact that investors see local 

offi  cials as more forthcoming.7 Th is fi nding could have substantial long-run signifi cance for the North 

6. Multiple responses for dispute resolution modalities were permitted. If the modality fi gures are calculated as a share 
of total responses (not number of enterprises), the exports results are Chinese government offi  cials (13 percent), other 
Chinese fi rms or business association (12 percent), and Chinese courts (11 percent). For imports the results are private 
negotiation (23 percent), North Korean local offi  cials (12 percent), and Chinese offi  cials (9 percent). For investors the 
results were private negotiation (21 percent), local North Korean offi  cials (18 percent), and Chinese offi  cials (13 percent). 
In no case did the North Korean court system’s share of responses reach 10 percent.

7. In the past year the North Korean government has tried to reverse this trend, specifi cally centralizing the foreign 
investment approval process.
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Korean political economy, suggesting that just as marketization occurred “from below,” so local offi  cials 

may play a more central role in de facto policy reform than the central government. 

Whatever the investors thought ex ante, their disaff ection after the fact is high. Ninety-four percent 

of the investors who experienced disputes report that they were not satisfi ed with the way their dispute 

was settled. 

In short, the number of disputes is high. Many fi rms report that they do not have access to dispute 

settlement mechanisms at all or that they must rely on Chinese mechanisms, presumably because of the 

weakness of North Korean ones. Dissatisfaction with the outcome of disputes is nearly ubiquitous. 

But it may nonetheless be the case that those fi rms which believe they have access to formal dispute 

settlement would be more trusting; this would indicate at least some expectation that formal institutions 

matter. Conversely, it may be that fi rms are more likely to extend credit only in the presence of recourse 

to informal networks of various sorts, including private third parties or friends and relatives. In the 

interests of tractability, we have grouped the responses listed in table 3 into fi ve blocks for the purpose of 

the multivariate statistical analysis appearing in table 2. Th is permits us to test for the eff ects of perceived 

access to a wide array of diff erent dispute settlement processes: North Korean offi  cial (government offi  cials 

and courts), Chinese offi  cial, Chinese companies and private trade associations, and personal networks 

(relatives and friends). Th e fi nal category consists of those who do not believe that they have access to 

either formal or informal dispute settlement mechanisms: Th ey believe that they must resolve their 

problems through direct private negotiation or state that they have no third party recourse. 

Th ere is no evidence that belief in access to any sort of Chinese dispute settlement, public or 

private, has an eff ect on trust as measured by settlement terms. Evidence on the impact of belief in access 

to North Korean public sector settlement is ambiguous. At the most basic level, in specifi cations 2.1 

through 2.6, recourse to North Korean offi  cials or courts is consistently associated with greater trust. 

However this relationship is not entirely robust when applied to the fi ner categorical disaggregation of 

fi nancing terms reported in specifi cations 2.7 through 2.12. Moreover, in regressions not reported in the 

interest of brevity, when the variable “North Korean public sector” is disaggregated into its state offi  cial 

and courts components, access to North Korean courts is never statistically signifi cantly correlated with 

trade settlement term; in short, it is not formal dispute settlement mechanisms that matter but political 

connections.

Th e most consistent fi nding is that belief in recourse to friends and family to resolve disputes is 

associated with greater trust. Again, we fi nd evidence that points to the self-limiting nature of cross-border 

exchange. Trust is possible in the context of personal networks but these networks are limited by their 

very nature. Impersonal exchanges are bounded by the absence of more formalized institutions supporting 

property rights and contracting. 
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CONCLUSION 

Th is paper has used a unique survey of Chinese businesses operating in North Korea to explore some 

key arguments regarding the extent to which engagement generates privatization and marketization 

of exchange, the development of trust and relational contracting. We also consider whether there is 

evidence of the spillover of these activities onto an improved formal institutional and policy environment, 

including with respect to dispute settlement. 

Th e fi ndings with respect to privatization and marketization are ambiguous, but not strongly 

supportive of the engagement model. Chinese fi rms engaging in cross-border trade are largely private and 

do not appear to have substantial support from the Chinese government, if any; these fi rms are therefore 

more likely to operate on commercial terms and exit if unprofi table (as some in the survey control group 

in fact did). On the export side of the ledger, Chinese traders do interact with a wider array of North 

Korean counterparties, including private fi rms. 

But most transactions that generate foreign exchange for the regime—namely, North Korean 

exporters and joint ventures with Chinese fi rms—are dominated by state entities. It is possible that 

these fi rms are engaging in market-like behavior beyond the purview of the state, including through 

rent-seeking activities. But at least as measured by the ownership of North Korean counterparts, the cross-

border trade remains largely in state hands. Th e political economy arguments regarding the transformative 

eff ects of engagement frequently overlook the fact that the regimes that are likely to be the target of such 

strategies are also likely to have statist political economies that are capable of exercising relatively tight 

control over cross-border exchanges, including through the instrumentality of the state-owned enterprise. 

Th ere is little evidence of trust in relational contracting beyond the relationships among Chinese 

and North Korean SOEs. We also found that as cross-border integration has proceeded, the propensity 

to engage in relational contracting has not increased correspondingly. We hypothesized that this may 

be the result of increasing anonymity and the absence of private associations which could sustain 

reputation-based sanctions. Th is raises the possibility that the growth of cross-border exchange could be 

self-limiting, as the risk premium on doing business in North Korea rises in the absence of concomitant 

strengthening of formal or informal institutions. In short, some of the positive externalities from trade to 

the development of relational contracting that permits greater scale and scope of private activities does not 

appear to be taking place.

What about the policy and institutional environment? Th e Chinese enterprises generally have 

negative appraisals of the North Korean business environment, with large majorities invoking not only 

the inadequacy of the physical infrastructure but the problematic nature of the regulatory environment. 

In response these fi rms have adopted various strategies to reduce risk, including limiting their activity to 

trading and to exporting in particular; these transactions involve less exposure to North Korea and can 
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even be undertaken in China. Such strategies are particularly prevalent among small and small private 

enterprises and fi rms that do not believe that they can call upon political connections in North Korea. 

Transactions are undertaken in ways that suggest limited trust, including not only settlement in hard 

currencies but very stringent payment terms and limited credit, in eff ect “cash-and-carry.” 

However, it is impossible to fully avoid the reach of the state, and bribery and corruption are 

pervasive. Th ere is some evidence that the likelihood of predation is correlated with size, But we also 

found that small fi rms—even though they pay fewer bribes—nonetheless express particularly adverse 

views of the policy environment and about risks of expropriation and predation in particular. Th ese 

fi ndings strongly suggest that size may be endogenous to the weak policy environment, which adds a 

self-limiting aspect to the expansion of cross-border integration. Firms may limit the scale of involvement 

in order to fl y beneath the radar of a predatory state. 

Th e survey indicates that Chinese fi rms receive little support from the government, and have a 

limited belief in the ability of North Korean, Chinese, or private business networks to protect them in the 

face of disputes. In the absence of formal institutions, they are reliant on political connections and private 

networks of family and friends in the North to resolve disputes, a dependence that pushes the fi rms either 

toward politicized trade or toward self-limiting personal networks. Equally interesting is our fi nding that 

even among fi rms that believed that they had access to formal dispute settlement mechanisms on either 

side of the border, this belief did not change their behavior with respect to relational contract and trust, 

at least as measured by settlement terms. Not surprisingly, in a weak institutional environment even belief 

in access to institutions of dispute settlement does not necessarily have eff ect; again, private networks had 

the most robust eff ect of any network variables on the extent of trust. 

We have focused largely on the microeconomics of engagement, leaving aside the broader question 

of whether engagement will ultimately contribute to a moderation of provocative behavior by altering 

the state’s assessment of its own interests or by contributing to a growth of pluralism that will constrain 

provocative behavior. Although it goes beyond the scope of this paper, developments since the onset of 

the nuclear crisis raise serious doubts about whether engagement between North Korea and its largest 

trade partner will generate such eff ects. Rather than contributing to the development of genuine market-

conforming exchange among decentralized participants, North Korean authorities have responded to 

the market by actively quashing decentralized cross-border trade, centralizing the investment approval 

process, and channeling economic integration with China through entities under more direct central 

political control. As with the microeconomic processes described here, the engagement model must take 

into account the core point raised by Solingen (1998, 2012), that statist political coalitions are perfectly 

aware of the potentially corrosive eff ects of market-oriented engagement and, for that reason precisely, 

seek to control it. 
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APPENDIX

A pilot survey was conducted in September 2007 using a survey instrument designed by the authors with 

the actual interviews conducted by the Horizon Research Consultancy Group. Horizon was responsible 

for securing any local permits and ensuring that the survey was conducted according to the European 

Society for Opinion and Market Research (ESOMAR) rules (http://actrav.itcilo.org/actrav-english/telearn/

global/ilo/guide/iccmar.htm). Th e fi nal survey was conducted during October and November 2007. Th e 

predominant means of conducting the survey was through face-to-face interviews, though some interviews 

were conducted by telephone. Th e success rate in conducting the interviews was around 7 percent. Among 

the reasons that interviews could not be conducted were refusal by the enterprise to participate prior to or 

during the interview, inability to establish contact with the enterprise, and the unavailability of the person 

within the enterprise eligible to respond according to the survey instrument (chairman, manager, etc.). Th e 

data—and particularly fi rm addresses—were subject to post-survey verifi cation by random spot-checking.

Given that there are no known or available registries of all Chinese fi rms doing business with North 

Korea, the sample of fi rms doing business with North Korea was of necessity a sample of convenience. 

Th e sample was developed using North Korean, Chinese, and Western press accounts, authors’ interviews 

in Northeast China in the summer of 2007, as well as information gathered by the Horizon Group in the 

process of the pilot and interviews with other fi rms. Th e sample was drawn from enterprises operating in 

two border provinces—Jilin and Liaoning—due to the practical impossibility of implementing the survey 

on a nationwide basis, particularly with respect to the control group of fi rms not doing business in North 

Korea.

Th e design involved a survey of 300 fi rms, with 250 doing business in North Korea and 50 not 

doing business in North Korea; in the end, we had 53 responses from fi rms not doing business in North 

Korea. We defi ned fi rms doing business with North Korea to include those that were involved in trading 

(import, export, or both), investment, or that maintained representative offi  ces in North Korea. Th ose not 

doing business included 10 fi rms that had done business and had quit (“the quitters”) and 43 that had 

never done business with North Korea (“the never-weres”). 

Th e survey began with a pilot of 30 fi rms from Jilin and Liaoning provinces (20 fi rms doing 

business in North Korea and 10 fi rms not doing business in North Korea). Although it was understood 

this was a sample of convenience, enterprises refl ecting a broad distribution of size, sector, and provincial 

location were targeted. Following the successful completion of the pilot—which did not require 

fundamental modifi cation of the survey—we were able to transit directly to the full survey and all of the 

pilot fi rms were included in the fi nal 300 fi rms. Once the sample of 250 enterprises operating in North 

Korea was completed, the control group was selected by randomly sampling business registries for Jilin 

and Liaoning provinces.

http://actrav.itcilo.org/actrav-english/telearn/global/ilo/guide/iccmar
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Table 1     Respondent introduction networks

Exporters Importers Investors

Introduction network

Percent share 

of firms

Percent share 

of responses

Percent share 

of firms

Percent share 

of responses

Percent share 

of firms

Percent share 

of responses

Direct contact 50 41 27 21 20 16

Knew management 6 5 11 9 14 12

DPRK family and friends 11 9 14 11 11 9

DPRK government 11 9 19 16 27 22

Chinese government 7 6 10 8 7 6

Chinese businesses in DPRK 31 26 40 33 37 30

Chinese family and friends 2 2 0 0 0 0

Others 3 2 3 2 6 5

DPRK = Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

Note: Respondents were allowed to give multiple responses. Share of firm percentages do not add up to 100.  Share of responses percentages reflect total 
responses given. For firms, n = 210, 109, and 70 respectively. For responses, n = 251, 135, and 86.

Source: Authors’ calculations.
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Table 2     Trust: provision of credit to export clients

Binary

1=yes; 0=no 

(2.1) (2.2) (2.3) (2.4) (2.5) (2.6)

Intro network: DPRK public sector 0.372** 0.297* 0.374** 0.325** 0.250 0.327**

(0.170) (0.164) (0.170) (0.160) (0.155) (0.159)

Intro network: DPRK private sector 0.359** 0.341** 0.358** 0.317** 0.299* 0.310*

(0.154) (0.151) (0.155) (0.160) (0.158) (0.160)

Intro network: Chinese public sector 0.244 0.202 0.231 0.297* 0.252 0.280

(0.177) (0.169) (0.175) (0.172) (0.167) (0.171)

Intro network: Chinese private sector 0.086 0.056 0.083 0.098 0.067 0.092

(0.088) (0.083) (0.087) (0.093) (0.089) (0.092)

Intro network: direct introduction 0.190** 0.154** 0.186** 0.211** 0.168** 0.205**

(0.082) (0.077) (0.081) (0.086) (0.084) (0.086)

Dispute help: DPRK public help, government 
and court

0.216** 0.217** 0.220** 0.207** 0.206** 0.213**

(0.099) (0.099) (0.099) (0.101) (0.101) (0.101)

Dispute help: Chinese settlement sources, 
government and court

0.009 0.004 0.010 0.026 0.021 0.028

(0.075) (0.075) (0.075) (0.084) (0.084) (0.084)

Dispute help: Chinese companies 0.016 0.028 0.024 0.052 0.070 0.066

(0.090) (0.091) (0.091) (0.102) (0.103) (0.103)

Dispute help: private DPRK help 0.137* 0.140** 0.143** 0.169** 0.177** 0.177**

(0.070) (0.070) (0.070) (0.077) (0.076) (0.076)

DPRK ownership: private –0.110 –0.159* –0.114 –0.197** –0.230*** –0.206**

(0.111) (0.086) (0.109) (0.099) (0.080) (0.096)

DPRK ownership: foreign –0.022 –0.084 –0.022 –0.062 –0.106 –0.066

(0.135) (0.107) (0.136) (0.140) (0.117) (0.139)

DPRK ownership: state affiliated 0.034 –0.032 0.035 0.001 –0.047 0.001

(0.130) (0.121) (0.131) (0.145) (0.135) (0.147)

China ownership: private 0.733*** 0.734*** 0.737***

(0.067) (0.051) (0.070)

China ownership: joint stock cooperative 0.975*** 0.975*** 0.976***

(0.009) (0.009) (0.010)

China ownership: SOE or state affiliated 0.903*** 0.899*** 0.903***

(0.020) (0.020) (0.021)

Small and private firm –0.095 –0.067 –0.088

(0.090) (0.088) (0.089)

Length of relationship 0.008 0.013

(0.008) (0.008)

Number of market participants at time of entry –0.001 –0.001**

(0.000) (0.000)

China–DPRK trade volume at time of relation-
ship starting with largest client 

–0.000 –0.001

(0.001) (0.001)

Observations 192 193 192 184 185 184

ll –85.59 –87.49 –85.88 –85.19 –86.22 –85.90

chi2 46.93 45.84 46.34 38.74 39.39 37.32

r2_p 0.215 0.208 0.212 0.185 0.186 0.178

(table continues on next page)
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Table 2     Trust: provision of credit to export clients (continued)
Categorical

1=payment upon order; 2=payment upon delivery; 3= payment within  

30 days of delivery; 4=payment more than 30 days after delivery

(2.7) (2.8) (2.9) (2.10) (2.11) (2.12)

Intro network: DPRK public sector 0.293 0.290 0.288 0.120 0.096 0.122

(0.307) (0.312) (0.308) (0.305) (0.309) (0.305)

Intro network: DPRK private sector 0.386 0.380 0.395 0.441 0.425 0.441

(0.299) (0.299) (0.301) (0.312) (0.311) (0.312)

Intro network: Chinese public sector 0.664* 0.605* 0.606* 0.564 0.503 0.512

(0.361) (0.358) (0.358) (0.352) (0.349) (0.350)

Intro network: Chinese private sector 0.141 0.150 0.128 0.187 0.195 0.170

(0.216) (0.214) (0.215) (0.217) (0.215) (0.217)

Intro network: direct introduction 0.390* 0.378* 0.372* 0.481** 0.453** 0.456**

(0.226) (0.222) (0.225) (0.230) (0.226) (0.229)

Dispute help: DPRK public help, government 
and court

0.273 0.290 0.283 0.230 0.253 0.241

(0.225) (0.225) (0.225) (0.231) (0.230) (0.230)

Dispute help: Chinese settlement sources, 
government and court

0.056 0.057 0.070 0.008 0.009 0.029

(0.213) (0.212) (0.212) (0.215) (0.214) (0.214)

Dispute help: Chinese companies 0.045 0.074 0.078 0.021 0.063 0.070

(0.239) (0.237) (0.238) (0.240) (0.238) (0.239)

Dispute help: private DPRK help 0.549** 0.565** 0.578*** 0.564** 0.584*** 0.603***

(0.223) (0.222) (0.223) (0.227) (0.226) (0.226)

DPRK ownership: private 0.931** 1.030** 0.884** 0.701 0.854* 0.616

(0.438) (0.427) (0.437) (0.453) (0.439) (0.452)

DPRK ownership: foreign 0.189 0.330 0.181 0.026 0.221 –0.008

(0.433) (0.420) (0.432) (0.451) (0.436) (0.451)

DPRK ownership: state affiliated 0.727* 0.887** 0.710* 0.489 0.730* 0.454

(0.410) (0.396) (0.410) (0.423) (0.406) (0.424)

China ownership: private 0.451 0.423 0.518

(0.551) (0.549) (0.551)

China ownership: joint stock cooperative 0.277 0.283 0.372

(0.577) (0.575) (0.578)

China ownership: SOE or state affiliated 1.428** 1.375** 1.477**

(0.636) (0.642) (0.635)

Small and private firm –0.554** –0.501** –0.502**

(0.229) (0.229) (0.229)

Length of relationship 0.050** 0.069***

(0.023) (0.024)

Number of market participants at time of entry –0.001 –0.003**

(0.001) (0.001)

China–DPRK trade volume at time of relation-
ship starting with largest client 

–0.003* –0.004**

(0.002) (0.002)

Observations 192 193 192 184 185 184

ll –174.6 –176.8 –175.3 –168.3 –170.9 –169.4

chi2 40.63 39.25 39.16 35.83 33.70 33.59

r2_p 0.104 0.0999 0.100 0.0962 0.0897 0.0902

SOE = State-owned enterprise; DPRK = Democratic People’s Republic of Korea

Note: Standard errors in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Source: Authors’ calculations.
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Figure 1     China–North Korea Trade, 1982–2010

Source: UN Comtrade, Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China.
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Figure 2     Composition of 250 enterprises doing business with North Korea

DPRK = Democratic People’s Republic of Korea

Sources: The China–North Korea business survey, authors’ calculations. 
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Figure 3     Firm characteristics of those engaged in business with DPRK

DPRK = Democratic People’s Republic of Korea

Sources: The China–North Korea business survey, authors’ calculations.
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Figure 4     Age of firms and length of business conducted with DPRK

DPRK = Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

Sources: The China–North Korea business survey, authors’ calculations.
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Figure 5     Ownership of North Korean counterparties

DPRK = Democratic People’s Republic of Korea

Sources: The China–North Korea business survey, authors’ calculations.
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Figure 6     Perception of DPRK business environment: those doing business with DPRK  

      (share of those who agree with statement)

DPRK = Democratic People’s Republic of Korea

Sources: The China–North Korea business survey, authors’ calculations.
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